
Reimagine your retirement plan 
for an evolving workforce

Recruit and retain healthcare staff

The pressures of caregiving during the pandemic accelerated retirement and turnover among clinicians.

Major themes and challenges

expected turnover for nurses 
over the next two years1

expected turnover for physicians 
over the next two years2

of physicians are over age 60.3  
20% of nurses are age 65+.4
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32% 28% 33%

Financial impact of COVID-19

of employees said their financial condition  
improved from 2020 to 2021.5

72%

Engage a multidimensional workforce

Even as financial conditions are improving for many employees since the height of the pandemic, there are still 
needs, given the dynamics of a diverse workforce.
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Historical/systemic obstacles can  
impede financial resiliency. The impact 
on Black and Latinx Americans?

Strengthen inclusion, diversity and equity (ID&E) programs

Build greater inclusion and equity by applying ID&E principles to plan design, investment menus and employee  
engagement programs. 

Fortify the organization’s financial stability

Overpaying for talent during the pandemic has led to upward pressure on labor costs. 

Manage risks from ongoing mergers and acquisitions

of organizations anticipate being involved in a merger/acquisition  
in the near future. Ensuring successful integration and risk mitigation 
are essential.13

of plan sponsors report a greater commitment to ID&E.11

96%

$58.4K

90% of RNs and LPNs are female.6 What’s more,

42%

76% of all healthcare jobs are held by women,7 who live

5 years longer than men,8 but retire with nearly

1/3 less income.9

behind White Americans financially.10

15-20% lag

Here are examples of specific employee groups that face unique challenges.

average turnover cost per nurse.12
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Amid the challenges, employers are refocusing overall benefit programs. Robust retirement plans can provide 
meaning and value to all employees.

Solutions

Retirement plan purpose

Automatic features increase participation and savings for all

The primary purpose of an organization’s retirement plan is to provide participants with secure 
income in retirement.

Lifetime income  
replacement14

Wealth  
accumulation15

Lifetime income replacement 
and wealth accumulation16

As part of an overall cost-reduction strategy, organizations continue to:

Shift from defined benefit 
(DB) plans to defined  
contribution (DC) plans.

Many are including DB-like  
personal pension benefits  
in their DC plans.

40%
70%

Participation rate for organizations that implement automatic enrollment in their 403(b)  
plans and those that do not.17

13%26%61%
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Robust education and engagement

70%
of employees need their employer’s help now more than ever to  
become financially secure.21 A plan provider can assist by offering: 

89%Retirement readiness tools 
and services

202022 202123  

98%

89%Advice, not just guidance 96%73% of plan sponsors say this is extremely 
valuable24 (compared to 53% in 2020).25 

For more insights
Download The current state of retirement 
plans for healthcare organizations. 
Available at TIAA.org/helpinghealthcare

Default investments for lifetime income

of new contributions go into  
a plan’s default option, typically  
a target date fund (TDF), with  

inertia keeping funds  
in that default.18

of plan sponsors believe TDFs help 
participants meet income needs in 
retirement. However, they generally 

don’t provide guaranteed  
lifetime income.19

of plan sponsors would be interested 
in offering a lifetime income option 

in a custom default.20

61% 78% 77% 
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TIAA was founded to help educators retire with dignity. Today, 100+ years later, we've evolved into a  
Fortune 100 organization, managing $66B in retirement assets from healthcare institutions alone as of  
3/31/22. With a specialized practice in healthcare, TIAA helps clients contain costs, reduce complexities  
and provide their employees with a clear and confident path to retirement. Imagine the possibilities.

This material is for informational or educational purposes only and does not constitute fiduciary investment advice under ERISA, a securities recommendation 
under all securities laws, or an insurance product recommendation under state insurance laws or regulations. This material does not take into account any 
specific objectives or circumstances of any particular investor, or suggest any specific course of action. Investment decisions should be made based on the 
investor’s own objectives and circumstances.

Annuities are designed for retirement savings or for other long-term goals. They offer several payment options, including lifetime income. 

All guarantees, including lifetime income payments for fixed annuities, are based on the claims-paying ability of the issuer.
 
You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing.  
Call 877-518-9161 for product and fund prospectuses that contain this and other information. Please read  
the prospectuses carefully before investing.
 
Certain products may not be available to all entities or persons.
 
TIAA and its employees do not offer tax or legal advice, or create and prepare legal documents associated with estate plans. Advisory services are provided  
by Advice & Planning Services, a division of TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, a registered investment adviser.
 
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, Member FINRA, distributes securities products. Annuity contracts and certificates are issued by Teachers 
Insurance and Annuity Association of America (TIAA) and College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF), New York, NY. Each is solely responsible for its own financial 
condition and contractual obligations.
 
©2022 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America-College Retirement Equities Fund, 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017 
2205981 


